Jingle Bell Rock

designed by Kimberly Jolly for Robert Kaufman Fabrics

Jingle

www.robertkaufman.com

Featuring

Pattern will be available to download free from www.robertkaufman.com

67-1/4" x 78-1/2"

* This quilt is a digital mock-up. Exact fabric placement and actual colors may vary slightly.
Fabric Requirements:

Fabric A: One Kona White Roll Up RU-189-40

- Cut ten 2-1/4” x Width of Fabric strips. Piece strips end to end.
  - Subcut into:
    - Two 2-1/4” x 55” strips
    - Two 2-1/4” x 47-1/4” strips
    - Four 2-1/4” x 43-3/4” strips
- Cut fifteen 2-1/4” x 10” rectangles
- Cut forty 1-1/2” x 6-1/2” rectangles
- Cut forty 1-1/2” x 4-1/2” rectangles

Fabric B: 5/8 yard of AAK-12399-223

- Cut six 2-1/2” x Width of Fabric strips. Piece strips end to end.
  - Subcut into:
    - Two 2-1/2” x 58-1/2” strips
    - Two 2-1/2” x 51-1/4” strips

Fabric C: 2 yards of AAK-12404-3

- Cut seven 8-1/2” x Width of Fabric strips. Piece strips end to end.
  - Subcut into:
    - Two 8-1/2” x 67-1/4” strips
    - Two 8-1/2” x 62-1/2” strips

Fabric D: One Jingle 10” Square Pack

- See cutting instructions below

Backing: 4-7/8 yards of AAK-12400-240

Assembly Instructions:

Separate the 10” Square Pack into two stacks. Each stack should have one of each of the prints. (20 prints in each stack)

From stack one, cut two 2-1/4” x 10” rectangles. (Fig. 1)

From stack two, cut two 2-1/4” x 6 1/2” rectangles and one 4-1/2” square. (Fig. 2)

Assemble two 1-1/2” x 4-1/2” Fabric A rectangles and one 4-1/2” Fabric D square.

Unit should measure 4-1/2” x 6-1/2”.

Make 20 total.
Assemble two 1-1/2" x 6-1/2" Fabric A rectangles and one Fabric D/A unit.
Unit should measure 6-1/2" x 6-1/2".
Make 20 total.

Assemble two 2-1/4" x 6-1/2" Fabric D rectangles and one Fabric D/A unit.
Unit should measure 6-1/2" x 10".
Make 20 total.
Refer to quilt image for fabric placement.

Assemble two 2-1/4" x 10" Fabric D rectangles and one Fabric D/A/D unit.
Quilt Block should measure 10" x 10".
Make 20 total.
Refer to quilt image for fabric placement.

Assemble four Quilt Blocks and three 2-1/4" x 10" Fabric A rectangles.
Quilt Block Row should measure 10" x 43-3/4".
Make five total.
Refer to quilt image for fabric placement.
Assemble five Quilt Block Rows and four 2-1/4” x 43-3/4” Fabric A strips.
Quilt Center should measure 43-3/4” x 55”.
**Inner Border:**
Attach two 2-1/4” x 55” Fabric A strips to the sides of the Quilt Center.
Attach two 2-1/4” x 47-1/4” Fabric A strips to the top and bottom of the Quilt Center.
Unit should measure 47-1/4 “ x 58-1/2”.

---

**Middle Border:**
Attach two 2-1/2” x 58-1/2” Fabric B strips to the sides of the Quilt Top.
Attach two 2-1/2” x 51-1/4” Fabric B strips to the top and bottom of the Quilt Top.
Unit should measure 51-1/4 “ x 62-1/2”.

---
Outer Border:
Attach two 8-1/2" x 62-1/2" Fabric C strips to the sides of the Quilt Top.
Attach two 8-1/2" x 67-1/4" Fabric C strips to the top and bottom of the Quilt Top.
Quilt should measure 67-1/4" x 78-1/2".

Finishing:
Quilt and bind as desired.